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WHN Exclusive:

Michael Jackson to Adopt
“The Menendez Boys”!
Los Angeles D.A. Says, “Justice Has Been Served!”

Never-Never Land (WHN) In an exclusive interview with the
WH
H N , renowned singer and pseudo-father figure Michael Jackson
announced that he has paid $20 million dollars to legally adopt
the “Menendez Brothers”. Mr. Jackson states that this decision,
while difficult to reach, “beat the hell out of working for Pepsi,
and was preferable to being Charlie Manson’s ‘bunky’.”
The Los Angeles District Attorney Mr. Irob M. Hall reportedly
pushed for this settlement in order to see justice served. D.A.
Hall states, “Because it’s almost impossible to convict anybody
in California, due to the unconstitutionality [in California] of
lowering the self-esteem of any individual, we’ve had to be creative in serving the needs of justice. As a consequence, the city
of Los Angeles brokered the adoption of Lyle and Erik
Menendez by Mr. Jackson. As a consequence of this adoption,
the City is $20 million richer and justice has been served.”
When contacted regarding the reported settlement, Lyle
Menendez would only say, “I’m happy to comply with the courts
wishes and I will treat Michael just like I would a real Dad. Now
get out of my way, I have an interview with the U.S. Postal
Service and I have to make sure my gun is clean....” Erik
Menendez on hearing of the settlement could only quote Nancy
Kerrigan and cry, “Why me...why me...”
Reaction outside of California has been mixed. Tonya
Harding of Portland, Oregon called it a “travesty of justice.”
while President Clinton said, “If only most of America had the
moral fiber of my wife Hillary and Michael Jackson, our country
would be.... well, actually it might be in a lot of trouble!”
Brooke Shield, longtime Jackson friend and romantic interest, is
quoted as saying, “Oh boy, now Mikey and I have a real fami-

Menendez Boys enjoying
a favorite hobby!

ly...I just hope my very busy Hollywood career doesn’t interfere
with our ability to raise these poor children in a responsible manner!” Finally, LaToya Jackson states “It’s about time Michael
picked on somebody his own size!”

GASP!

Hugh Hefner I to Wed Lorenna Bobbitt
Las Vegas (WHN) The New Vatican announced today that long time bachelor Pope Hugh
Wo r l d H e a d l i n e N e w s ©
Hefner I plans to wed Ms. Lorenna Bobbitt in a private ceremony at the Las Vegas Sistine Publisher & Editor:
Chapel Annex (Formally Circus Circus). Vatican insiders state that this is just another Mark D. Scott
example of the modernization of the church by Pope Hugh Hefner I. Bishopess Madonna Corporate Headquarters:
states, “This just shows how seriously Hugh Hefner I take the vow of celery..ooohh, I World Headline News
mean celibacy.” Ms. Bobbitt refused to comment on the speculation regarding her relaH N correspondent Collection Agency:
tionship with Pope Hugh Hefner I and when pestered repeatedly by WH
Smith and Wesson
Woody Pecker, Ms. Bobbitt pulled a knife and threatened our reporter with “bodily Law Firm: The Slick Willy Firm of Wesson, Oyle, and
harm”. Charges are pending against both parties. The cases are expected to go to court Hillary II
The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution
following the release of Mr. Pecker from the John Wayne School of Reconstructive based
on our utter stupidity. All requests to retract and correct wrongful informaSurgery, Hollywood, CA.
tion will be met with glee and giggles....
M. Scott, Editor
Somewhere in
Clifton Park, New York 12065
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TNF Rocks Albania!

Dr. John of TNF

Drink A

BEER

The new musical group, Tumor Necrosis Factor (or
as they are better known TNF)
TNF has announced their
willingness to, “Play anything anytime!” Lead singer
Kari explains, “We’re not particularly talented, but we
can play real loud.” Guitarist Wanker (real name
Tommy J) agreed but added, “Super loud”. The group
boast an international composition. In addition to Kari
(an American) and Wanker (an Australian) the group
consists of Emperor Ming (from China) beating the
drums, Davy P (an American) on the base guitar, and
Dr. John (of unknown pedigree) on the keyboard and
guitar. Other members of the group include Grody
Roady Merrill and an as yet unidentified groupie
known only as “DiDi”. The group is represented by
World Headline News Presents .

Mystery!
Has Albert Einstein
Been Reincarnated?

T O D A Y

And
havv e a
b all!
Paid for by the
National Beer
Council
Remember, drinking may impair
your ability to drive and operate
heavy machinery...but after a couple of beers do YOU really care?

Hidden
Camera
Photo

Albania (WHN) Leonard Nimoy, host of the
W H N -syndicated cable television show “IN
SEARCH OF” reports on the discovery of the reincarnation of Albert Einstein. Included in this
episode are reports that this mysterious man may
be residing in the Capital Region! Tonight on
Channel 437 at 10 pm.
Albert Einstein at his last interview (an exclusive for the WHN) in
which he proves his Relative Theory. This theory states that the relatives you don’t like are the ones who come to visit most often.

W H N

The reincarnated Albert Einstein at his first interview (an exclusive
for the WHN). Blood tests confirm that this man is Albert Einstein or
more likely Elmer Fudd. More later on this exciting story!

C h a r i t i e s

D r i v e To “ F e e d T h e H u n g r y ”
This Easter, instead of spending
your money on chocolate Easter
eggs or admission to the Playboy
Club [yea, we know...just to see the
Easter Bunny(s)] send your money
o rld Headline
directly to The Wo
Newss Charitiess so that we can
feed the hungry
.
In exchange for your money,
you will receive a computer generated letter from your personal hungry buddy. This letter is sure to pull
(and go to the “bunny show”)

I’m
Hungry!
Feed
Me!

at your heartstrings
. I should
know, I’m not only the President of
the WHN Charities, I’m a donor -just like you could be. My hungry
buddy (shown at left) has provided
me with hours of happiness as I
read and reread her letters.
and pocket book
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Remember, don’t hesitate,
there’s somebody just craving
a steak sandwich as we speak!

